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In this paper, the authors study a double random integral of the form 
j$f(s, t) M(ds)M(dt), where M(0, t) is a stable process with independent 
increments. Basically, the Wiener approach is used, and the existence of the above 
integral is established for a wide class of functionsJ: 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 0 (p < 2. The aim of this paper is to study a double random integral 
of the form 
(1.1) 
using, basically, Wiener’s approach. 
Here and thereafter, f: [0, l] x [0, I] + R is a Bore1 function and 
M: 9 + LO(R, .F, P) is a random measure on Bore1 subsets of [0, l] such 
that E exp[iuM(A)] = exp(- ]A ]] uJp), and such that M(A,),..., M(A,) are 
independent if A, ,..., A,, E .3? are pairwise disjoint. IA ] stands for the 
Lebesgue measure of A. 
Several approaches to the construction of the integral (1.1) are possible. 
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One is the Lebesgue-Dunford-type theory (cf., e.g., Dunford and Schwartz 
[4]) which in the case of single random integrals was used in Urbanik 
and Woyczynski [lo] (cf. also Kanter [6] and Schilder [8]). A similar 
method was recently used in the case of the double random integral (1.1) 
with M of the second order by Rosinski and Szulga [7]. The idea is to 
consider the random set function M,(A x B) = M(A) M(B), A x B c [0, l] x 
[0, l] as a Banach space-valued vector measure. However, in the case of p- 
stable measures with p < 2 the same approach leads to consideration of 
vector measures with values in a non-locally convex space-a serious 
difftculty. Note that M, also fails to be independently scattered on disjoint 
sets. 
Another possible approach to integration of even more general integrals 
was taken by Wong and Zakai [ 121 and Cairoli and Walsh [l] who studied 
ho-type integrals of the form 
I .I”(& t,0) ws, 0, 
where J(s, t, o) is a stochastic process and m(s, t) is a two-parameter 
martingale. This method does not work in our case since the process 
m(s, t) = M([O, ~1) W[O, tl) is not a two-parameter martingale. 
Still another approach is due to Wiener (with Ciesielski’s modification). In 
the case of (1.1) with Gaussian A4 it was used by’ Varberg [ 1 l] who 
simplified and extended earlier results of Cameron and Martin 121. In a 
natural way this method is related to the study of infinite quadratic forms of 
the type JJ c&,X, where (Xi) are random variables (cf., e.g., Szulga and 
Woyczynski [9]) and the idea that these might be useful in the stable case 
was suggested to us by Loren Pitt. 
Wiener’s approach does not give a nice general theory of integration but 
on the other hand permits more detailed analysis and evaluation of integrals 
of concrete and possibly quite complicated functions. Our choice of Haar 
functions as a basis below was caused by practical considerations. Similar 
computations for other bases (e.g., trigonometric) did not seem easily trac- 
table to us. For more information on the convergence of Lp Fourier-Haar 
series see, e.g., [?I. 
To illustrate peculiarities and difficulties arising in studying double 
random integrals let us consider heuristically an example where M is 
generated by the Brownian motion b on [0, l] and f(s, t) is the indicator 
function of the diagonal D = {(s, t): s = t}. Then, intuitively speaking, one 
should have 
/‘/‘f(s, t) M(h) M(d) = li~JIJ1fn(s. t) M(ds) M(dt), 
0 0 0 0 
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FIG. 1. 
where fn(s, t) is the indicator function of the set A,, 17 = {0 = lo,..., t,,}, 
shown in Fig. 1. The last limit is obviously equal to the quadratic variation 
lirnn 2 (b(ti) - b(ti-,))* = 1, 
i=l 
which shows that (s x,,(s, t) M(df) is not absolutely continuous with respect 
to the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure although M itself is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let 0 <p Q 2 be fixed throughout the paper. Consider 
()k2-m} on [0, l] normed in LPIO, 11: )0 = 1, and 
the Haar sequence 
where m = 1, 2,...; k = 1, 3, 5,..., 2m - 1. Iffis a Lebesgue integrable function 
on [O,l]X[O,l] we denote by ck2 -m.,2-n its Fourier-Haar 
Lp) and write 
S(S, t) - c ckZ -m, I2-dk2 -&) 412 -df)* 
Note that the coefficients can be computed as follows 
modifications if m or n is zero): 
coefficients (in 
(with obvious 
ck2- m,12-n = 2- 
W~)2(n+m)h 
x f(s, t) ds dt, 
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(See Fig. 2.) Let us denote 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function f 
L’([O, 11 X [O, 11) 3f- 5 Ck2-“,/z-n #k2-dS) $12-n(t) 
is said to be double integrable with respect to M if the series 
x= x ck2-,“,,2-“Xk2-mX,2-” 
k,m.l,n 
(1+1)2-n 
A3 
x2-" 
d A2 
u-1)2-" 
I (k-1)2-m k2-m (k+112-m 
F1ci.2. 
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converges unconditionally as. We shall denote 
’ X= 
ii 
lf(s, 2) M(ds) kqdt) 
0 0 
or in short 
3. AN AUXILIARY RESULT 
In this section we prove a result in the spirit of compatibility theorems for 
series of independent random variables obtained in [3, 131. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 < a < 2 and let (X,,), n = I, 2 ,..., be a sequence of 
random variables such that for a c > 0 
(i) t”P(I X, 1 > t) < c for all n, t > 0; 
(ii) ta-‘EIX,II(IX,I~t)~cforaZZn,t>O. 
Then for any sequence (c,) of real numbers such that C Ic,la < 0~) we have 
that the series C c,,X,, converges uncoditionally a.s. 
ProoJ First notice that if for a sequence (IV,) of random variables 
and 
(3.1) 
where Z(e) stands as usual for the indicator function on the underlying 
probability space, then C I IV,1 converges a.s. Indeed, let 
Y,=W,Z([W,[<c) and Z,=W,Z(lW,l>c). Then IW,l=IY,l+lZ,l. 
2 / Y,l converges a.s. since E(CI Y,,t) ( co by (3.2), and C / Z,,I converges 
a.s. by (3.1) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Now, let C ] c, ]a ( co. Then by (i) 
P(Ic,X,t > 1) =P(IX,I > l/lc,l) < (const.)(c,la, 
and by (ii) 
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so that conditions (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied for W,, = c,X,, and the 
theorem is proved. 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF DOUBLE INTEGRAL 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 < p < 2. Let f  m C c~~-~,,~-~~~~-~(s) #,2-n(t), where 
c k.1,m.n iCk2-“,12-“iP’2 < *. Then 
1 
il 
‘f(S, t) M(ds) M(dt) 
0 0 
exists. 
Proof: It suffices to check that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied with a =pf2. Indeed, 
p(Ix,, -“,X,2& > t) < p(x;,-, > t) + p(x;,-” > t) 
< 2P(Xi.=-, > t) = 2P(X - > t”2) I.2 1 
< (const) tepi2 
because 
E exp iuX,,-, = exp[--2’-” 2(“-‘)‘p~]p] = e-‘U’p 
for all k, n, so that (i) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. On the other hand 
~IX,,-~X,,-“I~((X,,-~X,,-“I Gt> 
> U) du < 2 f P(X;+, > u) du 
0 
< 2C J uep’= du = (const) tlpPJ2 
1 0 
so that (ii) of Theorem 3.1 is also satisfied. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. The above result does not include the Gaussian case in which 
Varberg [ 111 proved that Jjj fdM, exists if f is of bounded variation in the 
sense of Hardy Krause (cf. [2]) and C dh < co where d, are Fourier coef- 
ficients of f(s, t) with respect to the trigonometric functions. A complete 
description of the class of integrable functions with respect to Gaussian M, 
was obtained by Rosinski and Szulga in [7]. 
EXAMPLE. Let g: IR + IR be a positive, increasing function which is 
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Lipschitzian with exponent, /I, 0 < p < 1. Let f(s, t) = g(max(s, 1)). Then 
JJ fdMz exists. 
Indeed, let us expand f in the double series 
which converges in L,. From Section 2 
ck2 -“, ,2 -,I = c, 2(m+n)(‘-1’p’yk*-m,,2-a, 
where 
YkZ- m,,pn = ’ -m Ak2 
+ . . . 
.lZP 
+ -/+rr2-n Sk 0 ds dt 
JJ ) 
(cf. Fig. 2). By Theorem 4.1 it suffices to check that 
x C 2(m+n)(l-llpW2 fj (: lYk2-m,,2-nj~12 < oo 
n m<n k=l /z 
Note that if (A ’ U A 2 U A 3 U A4) r7 D = 0 (D being the diagonal), then 
yk2-m,,2-. = 0 since in this case either JJ,, f = jjjA3 f and JJ,2 f = jjjA4 f or 
k,lf=hJ and sh3f=.ih4f C g 1 mte ra s with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure) because A r U ..a U A 4 is located entirely either over or under D. 
Hence, for fixed n, m, m < n there are at most 2” non-zero terms yk2 -m.,2-n. 
For them (A~z+,,,2-,U ... U A:2-m,12-n) n D # 0 so that 
k+l 1+1 
- 2”’ 2” 
2-tmtn, 
k+l 
< 2(const) 2” 2” -2” 2” 
“1+1 k-l “1-l 4 
. y(m+t”) 
< qconst)(p'"-" + 21m-1y 2-cmtn, 
< (const) 2-n-m’1+4). 
Now, 
T & 2(m+n)(p’2-l’2’ 1 1 yk2 mm,,2-“Ip’2 
k,l 
< (const.) 1 2 n/2 ‘;‘ 2rn’-‘/2--4P/2) L-i 
n m<n 
< (const.) x 2-BPn’2 < ~3. 
n 
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